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A research reactor for providing high neutron fluxes has to have a compact, well

breeding core with high specific heat removal. The WWR-M fuel elements meet

these demands. They have optimum metal-to-water ratio and the recordly devel-

oped specific heat-transfer surface providing in a pool-type reactor at atmospheric

pressure the unit heat of 900±100) kW/1 [1]. High 235U concentration in fuel

elements decreases fuel consumption in carrying out physical experiments. The

WWR-M5 assemblies have appeared after long research of jointless tabular fuel

elements of the WWR-M reactor which were proposed in 1956. Characteristics of

WWR-M assemblies are presented in Table and their performance - in Table

2. (Water temperature at the input of the core is equal to 50'C, its velocity does

not exceed 4 m/s). All the WWR-M assemblies are exchangeable. They axe col-

lected in a lattice; the lattice-hexagonal sell size being equal to 35 m. Such size

of the assemblies allows one to rearrange the core flexibly what is convenient by the

placement of experimental devices in the core. Single WWR-Ml and WWR-M2

assemblies consisted of three coaxial tubular fuel elements. A single WWR-M5 fuel

assembly has five tubular fuel elements and a central rod. The end spacing elements

of the assemblies have step-type construction for decreasing hydraulic resistance.

The active parts of the assemblies have no carrying details, this is an advantage

before assemblies of other types (for example, MTR-cassettes). The WWR-M5

assemblies of the last lots have ribs (height=0.5 mm) on the facets of the outward

fuel element to guarantee a warrant clearances. The fuel elements jackets have

been made of SAV-1 aluminium alloy, meats have been made as of U-Al alloy as

well Of U02 dispersed in an alumoceramic matrix. The WWR-M2 fuel elements

are used in Ukraine, fuel elements with an active length of 60 cm (WWR-SM) axe

used in Hungary, Vietnam and Poland. The core with WWR-M5 fuel elements at

90% enrichment is saturated by fuel sufficiently high, and further increasing fuel

concentration raises the value of K,,, = 179 relatively insignificantly[3]. The use of

meat with higher 235U concentration will not influence practically physical processes
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in the core. By using fuel of less enrichment one should increase uranium concen-

tration in the elements for maintaining the reactivity margin. Some experimental

WWR-M2 and WWR-M5 assemblies with reduced enrichment and enlarged meat

uranium density have been produced and tested to study this problem (see Table

1). We found that characteristics of the WWR-SM (WWR-M2) fuel elements at

the 235U concentration in core being equal to 100 g/l have been improved even at

the decrease of the enrichment to 20%. During many years the permanent check-up

of the fuel elements hermeticity is carried out on the WWR-M reactor. Parameter

at unhermeticity is defined as a ratio of the Xe and Kr fragment activity yield into

the heat-transfer medium rate to the rate of their equlibrium. generation in fuel[4].

This prameter for new assemblies turned out to be equal to 1 - 3 - 10-7 mainly

for account of surface pollution. After the mean power production per an assembly

became > OMW day/assembly it increased up to 10-6. Such yield of Xe and Kr

practically does not influence dosimetry situation as the activity of the air over the

reactor tank and of the air discharged into the atmosphere (which is determined up

to (70--t-90)% by the activation of the "Ar contained in the air) is well below the

permissible levels. The fragment yield for the experimental assemblies with reduced

enrichment differs from the yield for the operational assemblies insignificantly In

conclusion we note that the WWR-M assemblies allow raising the capacity of a

pool-type reactor with an open water table up to 30 MW[5].
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Table 1 Caracteristics of WWR-M assemblies

235U Fuel element Specific Central rod 23SU con-

Assembly enrich- wall (meat) heat-transfer Compo- uranium centration

type ment, thicluiess, surface, sition density, in core,

% mm cm2/cM3 g/CM3 g/I

WWR-M1 20 2.3(0.9) 3.67 U02+AI 1.55 48.8

WWR-M2

(WWR-SM) 36 2.5(0.7) 3.67 U+AI 1.33 61.2

90 1.25(0.53) 6.6 U+AI 0.77 125

WWR-M5

90 1.25(0.39) 6.6 U02+AI 1.2 125

WWR-M2E') 36 2.5(0.9) 3.67 U02+Al 2.3 122

36 1.25(0.43) 6.6 U02+AI 2.14 102

WWR-M5E*)

21 1.25(0.43) 6.6 U02+Al 3 83

Number of the tested experimental assemblies is: WWR-M2E till burnup

of 43% - 9 assemblies; WWR-M5E (enrichment = 36%)ti11burnupof44% -

-3assemblies; WWR - -M5E(enrichment=21%) till burnup of 57% - 9 assem-

blies.

Table 2 Performance of WWR-M assemblies on the WWR-M reactor of PNPI

Characteristic WWR-Ml WWR-M2 WWR-M3 WWR-M5

Operation period 1959-63 1963-79 1973-80 1980-1.07.96

Reactor capacity MW 10 16 18

Mean (maximum) burnup, in

unloaded assemblies, % 47(76) 41(91) 28(73) 29(59)

Number of used single assemblies 184 2765 638 2184

Mean power production per

assembly, MW day/assembly 9.7 10 7.7 14.7

Total power production, GW - day 1.8 28 5 32.1

There is a project of increasing the capacity up to 3MW. Discounting 156

assemblies with various burnup in the core.
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